
Location

1 M74 northbound/A725 Raith Interchange

2 M74 from Motherwell/ Hamilton onto the M73

3 M74 between Motherwell and Hamilton slip junctions onto the motorway

4 M74 Raith

5 M74 Junction 6

6 M74 J6 to Bothwell Services

7 M74 J6 to Hamilton

8 M74 Larkhall to Raith

9 M74 J6 to Hamilton

10 M74 between junction 2a to 3A East and M73 

11 M74 J6 to Hamilton

12 M74 Northbound



Reason

The road markings and signs at Junction 5 northbound on the M74 are really unclear. I travel this way 

most weekday mornings and, more often than not, I witness near collisions between vehicles due to 

the fact that many drivers seem confused at the unclear layout. Eg the middle lane road appears to 

lead to East Kilbride, Hamilton or back on to the M74 northbound. Right hand lane is for Bellshill 

according to the road markings. However, many cars heading for Bellshill go down the middle lane of 

the slip road to beat any traffic queues, then slip into the correct lane expecting other vehicles to give 

way. 

Litter

I hit a massive pot hole between the Motherwell and Hamilton slip junctions on the m74 last week which 

the sequence of the traffic lights at Raith is out.Soon as your are on the straight section of the Junction 6 on ramp northbound about to merge there is a 

huge pothole around 6 feet long and 1/2 a foot wide, there is also a major pothole between lanes 1 and 2 

further along this section section. This is seriously dangerous and so much so has actually causes alloy wheel 

damage to my vehicle.The section of rosd northbound between Motherwell and Bothwell services on the M74 is breaking up across 

2 lanes and is dangerous. 

To have a major motorway in such a state is unbelievable and in my opinion requires immediate attention 

before a serious accident takes place. 

When or if pot holes will be fixed between Hamilton and Raith interchange the only lane without pot holes is I've been observing the increasing deterioration of the M74 between Larkhall and Raith for quite some time, 

with some obvious damage present on the southbound section, but really - a hideous amount of very lengthy 

deep troughs and huge holes on the northbound section. I had been assuming that it *must* be due for 

complete resurfacing at an opportune time but - apparently not. Potholes/Gouges on the M74 NORTH BOUND,  in the section all the way from where the on ramp at junction 

6 meets the main motorway, on the inside lane and middle lanes all the way to the on ramp location NORTH 

BOUND  junction 5 . There are too many individual defects to mention , but there are multiple between 

those two points and easily identifiable if your response vehicle checks this area .
There are several areas on the route that I travel on a daily basis which are currently suffering from 

large potholes and rough road surfaces. These are mainly located on the M74 between junction 2A to 

3A heading from Glasgow Eastwards and on the M73 Nortbound from between the Baillieston 

junction and junction 2A Gartcosh. I am also concerned by the change in speed limit (70 to 50mph) 

where the M74 joins the M73 North.I

I would like to bring to your attention that the state of the road at junction 6 hamilton/motherwell heading 

north there is at least 3 or 4 huge pot holes in which my car keeps getting dented at the wheel it is not safe 

when the speed limit is motorway could you please forward this to the appropriate authorities.

22/03/18   The M74 northbound between the Motherwell entrance ramp till you pass raith is a pot hole 

disgrace.

Large pot holes that start just after the motherwell slip road on ramp heading north till you pass Raith . 

severe pot hole just as you enter M74 between inside + middle lanes



Date

18/09/2017

16/03/2018

24/01/2018

12/07/2017

17/04/2018

22/03/2018

20/03/2018

25/02/2018

13/02/2018

01/02/2018

02/02/2018

22/03/2018


